Problems and state of qualification testing of teachers of the Republic of Kazakhstan
(in natural science subjects)

Abstract. Nowadays the comparison of foreign and domestic experience of certification of teaching staff and certification of graduates of pedagogical specialties shows that it is necessary to improve the content and conditions of certification of teachers. Certification of teaching staff today is one of the important, effective ways to improve the professional skills of teachers. Certification of graduates creates conditions for access to assessment and recognition of qualifications not only by the academic environment but also by the employer. This article discusses the problems and the state of the national qualification testing of teachers in the Republic of Kazakhstan. All teachers are certified every five years, which determines whether they meet the qualification requirements. Ensure that the certification procedure complies with the latest systems for assessing the quality of education; national qualification testing of teachers has been introduced as one of the certification stages, which allows monitoring of scientific research not only in the context of a specific region but also at the national level. The data of observations is given, and a deep analysis of the problems of teachers of subjects of the natural cycle during the certification is made. A project has been developed, and the expected results for obtaining a teacher category and improving the State of qualification tests are given in this research.
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Introduction

One of the important problems existing today in the education system of Kazakhstan is its modernization. However, the need for modernization and the forms that this process takes currently contain contradictions. On the one hand, of course, it is necessary to consider world achievements in the field of education, new learning technologies, and the stimulation of the educational process. On the other hand, the transition to foreign samples cannot be accompanied by a reference copy without considering the conditions that have developed in Kazakhstan.

The State Program for the Development of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 2020-2025 provides a high status of the teacher’s profession and modernization of pedagogical education. According to this document, since 2018, republican teachers have switched to a new certification system. Certification is carried out in order to determine the compliance of the professional level of a teacher with the requirements of the qualification category. The procedure of National qualification testing is carried out in order to determine the level of subject knowledge and professional competence of a teacher according to tests developed by the authorized body in the field of education.

Special attention is given to introducing the status of the teacher in Kazakhstan. The state provides teachers with social guarantees, takes measures to monitor and improve the quality of their services, and also motivates them to self-education. Teachers are certified once every five years, which determines whether they meet the qualification requirements established by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan. In the course of their work, the certification commissions observe the principles of transparency and collegiality, which ensures an objective attitude to the certified, systematic and conscientious both internal and external assessments. To ensure the
certification procedure using the latest educational quality assessment systems, the National Testing Center (NCT) has developed and implemented the national qualification testing of teaching staff (NCT), which allows monitoring research not only in the context of a particular region, but also at the national level. NCT is a procedure aimed at determining the level of professional competence of teachers and school principals. Certification is carried out in two stages: the first stage is qualification testing, the second is a comprehensive analytical synthesis of the activity results. [1].

NCT already has excellent experience in creating databases of test tasks and conducting tests. Testing processes were introduced in Kazakhstan in 1993. Currently, external control through testing has covered all levels of education, and testing is used in various forms of verification: state certification of educational organizations, final certification of graduates, entrance exams to universities (UNT), and external assessments of educational achievements.

For the first time, the question of whether to introduce a testing procedure for the certification of teachers and teaching staff arose in 2007. In order to determine the technology of organizing and conducting software testing, in 2007, in an experimental mode, testing was carried out in the form of blanche testing in the following 2008 - in the form of computer testing. Since it was recognized that teachers and teaching staff were not ready for this kind of verification, it was decided to fully implement testing in the form of test tubes for teachers from 2010. Tubing was introduced as one of the certification stages, which is carried out to determine the level of professional competence when upgrading and confirming the qualification category.

**Research methods**

The selection of teachers is carried out in the form of computer testing. According to the testing format, knowledge is tested in the following areas of knowledge (blocks): "Knowledge of the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan", "Fundamentals of pedagogy and psychology", and "Fundamentals of subject knowledge". The total testing time is 2 hours; for teachers taking tests in mathematics, physics, and chemistry, the total testing time is 135 minutes. Thus, on average, one task takes 2 minutes, and in the subjects "Mathematics", "Physics", and "Chemistry" - 2 minutes 45 seconds. Testing is considered successful if at least 50% of correct answers are selected in general sections ("Knowledge of the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan", "Fundamentals of pedagogy and psychology") and at least 70% - in subject areas. The block "Knowledge of the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan" checks teachers and teaching staff for knowledge of the Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the laws of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On Education", "On the rights of the child", the Labor Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The section "Fundamentals of Pedagogy and Psychology" includes tasks on the theory and methodology of education, didactics, management, and organization of educational processes, and general and pedagogical psychology. The section "Fundamentals of subject knowledge" covers the entire curriculum on the subject; however, the tasks in the sections are designed for a specialist and exceed the usual test tasks for applicants in terms of complexity.

The implementation of tubing is carried out in stages. Currently, the network has created a database of test tasks for preschool education and upbringing teachers, primary, essential, and general secondary education; a total of 37 disciplines in Kazakh and Russian. The analysis of the project results for 2019 is given [2, 3].
### Table 1

**Generation of QTPW (Qualification Testing of Pedagogical Workers) test job base**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of holding</th>
<th>Coverage of teachers</th>
<th>Number of disciplines</th>
<th>Average time to complete 1 job</th>
<th>Scored above threshold score</th>
<th>Failed</th>
<th>Appeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>- preschool education and education - primary education - basic secondary education - general secondary education - psychologists of schools and colleges - librarians of educational organizations 70 thousand teachers</td>
<td>30 - pedagogy, 70 - on profile item</td>
<td>2 minutes, 2 minutes in mathematics, physics, chemistry</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>28,000 applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical analysis by Kazakhstani areas was carried out, test results are presented in percentage form.
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Table 2

Total 74,837 applications received for National Qualification Testing in the Republic of Kazakhstan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject teachers</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>4078</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>2457</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>1555</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>939</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test specifications and assignments are formulated in accordance with the state mandatory education standards and standard curricula. The database of reservoirs is formed in accordance with the scheme shown in Fig.2.

Procedure for creation of a database of test tasks on Qualification Testing of Pedagogical Workers

Figure 2.
Discussion

According to the scheme, about 30% of the database is updated annually. The developers and experts of NCT test tasks are teachers of the highest category who have at least 15 years of teaching experience, have achievements in their field of knowledge, and whose students have won various educational and scientific competitions. Their records are kept by education departments that offer their NCT for work. Methodological research of teachers reflects the active implementation of test technologies in the assessment of students’ knowledge, which at the same time provides NCT with competent developers and experts in the field of technology. NCT itself has a considerable share in this since it annually organizes training seminars for experts in test tasks of various testing procedures on the basics of the theory and methodology of pedagogical measurements, and assessment of the quality of measuring materials with the invitation of leading specialists from different countries [4].

Comparison of test results with 2018 (conducted in paper version)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Paper version</th>
<th>Computer version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Centre</td>
<td>“U-Study”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkestan</td>
<td>52,7</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kostanay</td>
<td>71,2</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astana</td>
<td>73,8</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atyrau</td>
<td>76,7</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the requirement to ensure the confidentiality and safety of test materials, all the main stages of the formation of the database of test tasks are the improvement and examination of test tasks. They are conducted on the basis of NCT in specialized classrooms equipped with computers. For the effective work of developers and experts in test tasks, the NCT is provided with educational and methodological literature. During the exam, a comprehensive assessment of the quality of test tasks is carried out in the following forms: the significance of the content of tasks for achieving control goals, the adequacy of the requirements for the level of knowledge of the material, the correctness of the formulations of tasks and distractions. If necessary, experts partially or completely edit test tasks, presenting their revisions. Testing is organized to establish, analyze, and classify the measurement capabilities of test tasks and the test as a whole; therefore, as a rule, test tasks developed in the current year are tested. Testing is organized and measured by NCT together with local departments of education and institutes of advanced training. Testing is carried out almost in full accordance with basic testing, thus teachers get used to the computer interface, check their knowledge of each section of the test, and also determine the procedure for submitting documents and conducting testing. The qualification testing of teachers, which was updated this year, remains the focus of attention of the entire pedagogical seminar in Kazakhstan. According to the new certification system, each category of teachers - moderator, expert, researcher, and master - has a certain amount of additional salary, as well as corresponding requirements, as well as to the qualification levels of teachers. In order to receive an additional salary of 30%, teachers must receive more than 50% of each component. To receive a 35% bonus and the “teacher-expert” level, teachers must correctly answer 60% of the questions. Headteachers
must answer more than 80% correctly. Teachers of pre-retirement age will be exempt from certification five years before retirement, and the category they have will remain the same. The test certificate will be valid for one year after the testing procedure. If the teacher has successfully passed the test but has not passed the second stage, then he can take it next time during the year. At the end of the test, the answers will be scanned and processed, followed by a report on the results. Until 13.00 the next day, it will be possible to file an appeal [5-7].

In 2019, more than 70 thousand teachers passed the National Qualification Testing. Analysis of the results showed that 56% of teachers did not score a threshold score. The results of the testing are given in the following table 4:

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage of applicants (number of people)</th>
<th>Percentage of tested applicants (number of people)</th>
<th>Average score</th>
<th>Max. score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-moderator</td>
<td>28% (19,600)</td>
<td>12% (2,352)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-researcher</td>
<td>33% (23,100)</td>
<td>13% (3,003)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-expert</td>
<td>37.5% (26,250)</td>
<td>14% (3,675)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-master</td>
<td>2% (1,400)</td>
<td>26% (364)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the data obtained, the knowledge of teachers of the highest category is lower than that of teachers of the lowest category. This paradoxical situation was provided by the complexity of test tasks. Testing of test tasks for each category was carried out regardless of the reason for the appearance of search results. To this end, a questionnaire was conducted to identify low indicators for the taught subject of the natural direction, in which 783 teachers took part.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject teachers</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the survey questionnaire on the subject "Biology":

Q1: Your work experience?
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Q2: Have you ever passed a qualification test?

Q3: Have you taken advanced training in your subject in the last 5 years?

Q4: Select the areas in which you would like to improve your knowledge
Qualification testing sections:
1. Anatomy and physiology of the nervous system
2. CNS functions
3. Anatomical structure and physiology of the musculoskeletal system
4. Blood and the anatomical structure of the circulatory system. A heart. Structure and physiology
5. Anatomical structure and physiology of the respiratory system
6. Anatomical structure and physiology of the digestive system
7. Anatomical structure and physiology of the excretory system
9. The structure of the skin
10. Sex genetics, sex-linked inheritance
11. Linked inheritance and crossing over
12. Gene Interaction
13. Population genetics
14. Plant propagation
15. Classification and characteristics of mosses
16. Classification and characteristics of planoids
17. Classification and characteristics of horsetails
18. Classification and characteristics of ferns
19. Classification and characteristics of gymnosperms
20. Classification and characteristics of angiosperms
Results of the survey-questionnaire on the subject “Computer Science”:

Q1: Your work experience?
- 0-5 years: 38.8%
- 6-15 years: 46.3%
- More than 15 years: 15.0%

Q2: Have you ever passed a qualification test?
- Yes: 21.0%
- No: 79.0%

Q3: Have you taken advanced training in your subject in the last 5 years?
- No: 33.0%
- Yes: 67.0%

Q4: Select the areas in which you would like to improve your knowledge
Qualification testing sections:
1. Introduction
2. Computer as a means of information processing
3. Classification and general characteristics of the software
4. Microsoft word processor
6. Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet
7. Data entry technology in MS Excel
8. MS PowerPoint. Presentation Creation
9. Computer telecommunications
10. Algorithmization and programming
11. Information modeling

Results of the survey-questionnaire on the subject "Mathematics":
Q1: Your work experience?

Q2: Have you ever passed a qualification test?
Q3: Have you taken advanced training in your subject in the last 5 years?

Q4: Select the areas in which you would like to improve your knowledge
Qualification testing sections:
2. Problems with the generation of equations
5. Exponential, logarithmic and irrational expressions.
6. Trigonometric Expressions.
7. Exponential, logarithmic and irrational equations and their systems.
8. Exponential, logarithmic and irrational inequalities and their systems
9. Trigonometric equations and inequalities and their systems.
10. Functions, their properties and graphs.
12. Antiderivative and integral.
14. Stereometry. The mutual arrangement of straight lines and planes in space. Polyhedra. Their areas and volumes. Bodies of rotation. Their areas and volumes
15. Coordinate method. Vectors on the plane and in space.

Results of the survey-questionnaire on the subject "Physics":

Q1: Your work experience?

- More than 15 years: 58.0%
- 6-15 years: 25.0%
- 0-5 years: 15.0%

Q2: Have you ever passed a qualification test?

- Yes: 32.0%
- No: 68.0%

Q3: Have you taken advanced training in your subject in the last 5 years?
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Q4: Select the areas in which you would like to improve your knowledge

Figure 7.

Qualification testing sections:
1. Kinematics.
2. Dynamics.
6. Thermodynamics.
9. Mechanical vibrations and waves.
10. Optics.
11. Quantum physics.

Results of the survey-questionnaire on the subject "Chemistry":

Q1: Your work experience?

- More than 15 years: 46.0%
- 6-15 years: 25.0%
- 0-5 years: 29.0%

Q2: Have you ever passed a qualification test?

- Yes: 24.0%
- No: 76.0%

Q3: Have you taken advanced training in your subject in the last 5 years?
Q4: Select the areas in which you would like to improve your knowledge

Qualification testing sections:
1. Basic chemical concepts
2. The periodic system of chemical elements. Periodic law of D.I. Mendeleev. The structure of the atom
3. Chemical bond and structure of the substance
4. Patterns of chemical reactions
5. Water. Solutions. Theory of electrolytic dissociation
8. Nonmetals of group IV A and their compounds.
10. Nonmetals of the VI A group and their compounds

Figure 8.
11. Metals of the main and secondary subgroups and their compounds.
13. Oxygen-containing and nitrogen-containing organic compounds
14. Synthetic high-molecular compounds

**Expected results:**

1. According to this project, the division into such tables can be an indicator of the teacher’s knowledge level at different levels.
2. If the teacher cannot answer, it is determined from which chapter on which topic there are gaps in knowledge.
3. This can be an incentive for young and inexperienced professionals.
4. There is good statistical data on the improvement of teachers’ subject knowledge and on the training of higher education specialists.
5. This project is suitable for all teaching professions and analysis of work performed after testing.
6. The main expected social effect of the introduction of this concept of teacher certification is the achievement of the quality of professional activity of teachers that meets the expectations of students, parents, and the local community; the emergence of new "growth points" of the regional education system; the expansion of the participation of the pedagogical community in the public administration of education.

Possible risks are associated with the lack of motivational readiness of teachers for an external assessment of the quality of activities in terms of understanding the task of the essence of professional training; inability to develop mechanisms for introducing into mass practice the standard of professional activity of teachers and an effective contract; as well as ways to support and support the training of teachers after certification.

**Table 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category?</th>
<th>Passing criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderator teacher: A</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research teacher: A</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert teacher: A</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Teacher: B</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module 1</th>
<th>Module 2</th>
<th>Module 3</th>
<th>Module 4</th>
<th>Module 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 point</td>
<td>15 point</td>
<td>15 point</td>
<td>15 point</td>
<td>10 point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level A Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2-3 chapters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

New challenges require new approaches not only in teaching and vocational training but also in the development of tools for measuring and evaluating the professional development of teachers who implement these new approaches. To study this, we need to answer the following questions: What do we measure and evaluate? How do we implement this? What do we spend it on? The definition of goals and objectives can make it possible to develop rules that motivate teachers to self-improvement and self-realization.

There were measured and evaluated professional competence and the professional and creative growth of the teacher during the study. It was implemented by training teaching staff: from an applicant to a professional specialist, as well as pedagogical and methodological support throughout the activity. We are ensuring the teacher’s professional development and measuring the activities’ results to identify strengths and weaknesses and create conditions for further improvement. The results of this study will be used in order to determine the quality of the content of education and its effectiveness, to encourage and motivate teachers to improve their activities, identify gaps and develop effective learning technologies. During the in-depth analysis, a project was created: a test specification for determining teachers’ qualification levels following the qualification requirements.
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